DISGRACE  ABOUNDING
Todt, who has a clear strategic mind, was called in to give you
some tips about road-building — he's going to build one in Czecho-
slovakia soon — and after that we shall be glad to mine your ores
for you.
My visit to Yugoslavia [said Walther Funk that day] has no
political ends. But one thing is clear — that economic policy
cannot be separated from general policy* On the contrary,
economic policy must adapt itself to general policy. Our
economic programme comprises the augmentation of Yugo-
slav production and of that of all the countries of south-eastern
Europe* These countries constitute the best market for
German products, The economic structure of Germany and
of these countries complement each other ., * We can
guarantee good prices for the agricultural products of these
countries. What is the use of demsm—[cash in payment3 instead
of blocked marks] — what is the use of buying power if the
peasant cannot place his products? .«* We do not wish to
force our ideas on the world, but we wish to give it a useful
example* I am convinced that other countries will apply our
methods and that general pacification in this part of Europe
will thus be facilitated * * „ World crises do not affect our
commerce. We have freed ourselves from the influence of
world economy, we are independent, We don't lake much
account of demsm> money and credit. If labour and pro-
duction are well organized^ the prosperity of the people is
assured.
Your job is to increase your agricultural production* We will
take it from you, build roads for you in exchange, exploit your
mineral resources. Don't pine after cash, you know your peasant
only wants dinars, and doesn't mind whether he gets them from
his own Government or from Germany, if only the price is good.
It is your job to make your importers take as many of our manu-
factures as possible, so that you can quickly and smoothly pay
your peasant exporters. Your best course would be to introduce
our methods. Then you will have tranquillity in these parts and
all will be well We are your biggest customers, and the biggest
customer always has a word to say in the running of the concern.

